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Abstract—This work investigates two approaches for the design
of autonomous cooperative flight controllers for airship swarms.
The first controller is based on formation flight and the second
one is based on swarm intelligence strategies. In both cases,
the team of airships needs to perform two different tasks:
waypoint path following and ground moving target tracking. The
UAV platform considered in this work is the NOAMAY airship
developed in Brazil. We use a simulated environment to test the
proposed approaches. Results show the inherent flexibility of the
swarm intelligence approach on both tasks.

Index Terms—UAVs, Airships, Classic Control, Swarm Intel-
ligence, Swarm Robotics, Evolutionary Robotics, Environmental
Monitoring, Surveillance

I. INTRODUCTION

THE development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for
use as single units or in collaborative robotic swarms

constitutes an important and emergent area of scientific and
technological research. Compared to traditional manned air-
crafts, they are less expensive, more flexible to operate and
do not require an on-board human pilot [1], [2]. This helps to
explain the rapid growth of applications of UAVs in agricul-
tural scenarios like crop and live stock monitoring, overall
environmental monitoring, forest fire detection, inspection,
surveillance, convoy protection and search and rescue [3], [4].

Within the environmental context, UAVs have appeared as
a promising alternative for mapping, monitoring, supporting
and surveillance applications in rangelands, forests and preser-
vation areas [5]–[8]. For instance, UAV-based applications
yield a much better resolution (from hundreds of meters to
centimeters) for remote sensing when compared to satellite-
based or full-scale manned aircraft. Therefore, UAVs may
be used to rapid response needs and can be equipped with
a greater variety of sensors, beyond the usual multispectral
imaging, as they can fly closer to the ground [5]. Rainforest
areas are also becoming candidates for extended applications
of UAVs, such as estimating canopy cover and gap sizes, mon-
itoring of biodiversity, assessing ephemeral erosion and human
interference, analysing gaseous components plus estimating
biomass that can be transformed into carbon credits [8].
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UAV platforms are usually classified into three groups: rotor
type (helicopters, quadcopters, etc), wing type (planes) or
“lighter-than-air” (airships and balloons), which in turn will
define the basic features on endurance, range, altitude, and
aerodynamics profile of the aircraft [1], [9]. In the case of
airships, the aerostatic lift comes from a lighter-than-air gas
(Helium), whereas movement is typically ensured by a pair
of controllable propellers (or even two pairs, like in our case)
plus the aerodynamic surfaces on the tail [6], [10].

Overall, airships are best suited for applications in envi-
ronmental monitoring and surveillance over other UAVs for
their unique features: (i) low interference on the surrounded
environment including low noise generation with the use of
electrical motors; (ii) hovering capability, with vertical take-
off and landing without the need of runway and, finally (iii)
greater flight endurance as they derive the largest part of their
lift from aerostatics [6], [7], [9]. A medium size airship (about
20-40 m), for example, can stay on the air for hours and a
large airship (>40 m) for days, while its available payload
will depend on the volume of the envelope [11]. However,
due to their lateral under-actuation, slower dynamics, non-
linearities in the model (including actuators saturation) and
greater sensibility to wind disturbances, the development of
controllers, guidance and navigation systems for airships is a
relatively complex task [10]–[13].

For some kinds of applications, the use of a set of multiple
UAVs flying autonomously and cooperatively, as in a swarm,
may be more effective than the use of a single UAV [14]–
[16]. In this case, each individual UAV can be entrusted with
different functions in a given mission (task allocation), or they
can divide the same workload with enhanced flexibility (adapt-
ability, scalability, maintainability) and robustness (reliability,
sustainability and fault-tolerance) [1].

In this context, we propose and investigate two approaches
for the design of autonomous cooperative flight controllers of
a team of airships.1 The first one is based on formation flight
and the second one is based on swarm intelligence strategies.
In both cases, the team of airships should execute two different
tasks: (i) waypoint path following; and (ii) moving target
tracking. The UAV platform considered in this work is the
NOAMAY airship [17], [18], a prototype that is a result of two
Brazilian projects: the DRONI and the InSAC Projects. The
10m long aircraft, shown in Fig. 1b, is an improved design ver-
sion of the pioneer airship of Project AURORA - “Autonomous

1This work on airships swarm is a result of the SAS-ROGE project, a
collaborative research between University of Campinas (BR) and Heriot-Watt
University (UK)
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Unmanned Remote Monitoring Robotic Airship” [6], [12],
shown in Fig. 1a. This new configuration has four electrical
tilting propellers with improved features of controllability and
maneuverability.2

Fig. 1: Top: pioneer AURORA airship used in different
research investigations. Bottom: NOAMAY airship platform
(2018), whose flight simulator is used in this work.

In the past few years, the problem of cooperative flight
control of UAVs has already been extensively investigated in
the scientific literature for fixed wing and rotor type UAVs [1],
[4], [19], including the problem of detection and following
of moving targets on the ground [20], [21]. Nonetheless, for
the lighter-than-air platforms there are only few works in the
literature, mainly focused on the use of multiple airships or
balloons for indoor applications in a friendly environment,
where there are almost no wind disturbances [22], [23].
And to the best of the authors knowledge, the only work
in the literature focusing on cooperative flight of outdoor
airships is [24], where underactuation and wind perturbations
impose special challenges. However, this particular study
presents some important drawbacks. Firstly, it is restricted
to the waypoint path-following case, while more complex
mission cases like hovering flight and moving target tracking
were not considered. Moreover, the simulation signals of the
control actuators, aerodynamic variables, attitude angles and
position/velocities of the airships were not clearly presented,
making it more difficult to analyse and assess the behaviour,
performance and robustness of the proposed approach.

Active research has also been developed in the last years
related to surveillance and monitoring with UAVs, includ-
ing efficient algorithms for data acquisition/analysis [3], [4],
information and sensor fusion [5], [21], low weight sen-
sor/embedded systems [9], dynamic mission planning [19],
[20], automatic UAV coordination [16], [22], [23] and swarm
algorithms [1]. In this paper, we focus in automatic UAV
coordination and swarm algorithms, designing and testing

2The NOAMAY airship will be used in a pilot experiment for surveil-
lance/monitoring in the Amazon rainforest, more specifically at the Mamiraua
Reserve in partnership with the Mamiraua Sustainable Development Institute-
IDSM [7].

autonomous coordination controllers (via formation flight or
intelligent swarm) for a team of airships performing two tasks:
waypoint path-following (including eventual hovering over a
point of observation) and tracking of a moving target on the
ground.

The remaining of this paper is organised as follows. Section
II presents the problem formulation with the basic assump-
tions, objectives and methodologies. Section III describes
the basic kinematic/dynamic models of the airship platform
used in this work. Section IV highlights the fundamentals of
intelligent swarm design. Section V presents the fundamentals
of the formation flight design. Section VI shows results from
both approaches on the two mission tasks. Finally, design
approaches and results are discussed in Section VII and in
Section VIII we draw conclusions and propose future work.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND METHODOLOGY

The first task to be performed by the team of airships is the
waypoint path following that can be used for different pur-
poses (Fig 2(a)). Usually waypoint path following is used for
surveillance/inspection of selective points and area coverage
(i.e., a systematic and regular search over a given investigated
terrain). In order to increase the efficiency of the mission, a
number of factors like: the payload, the set of sensors used, and
the duration of the mission, can impose important limitations
that motivate the use of multiple UAVs [1]. In the case of
waypoint path following, the team of airships receives a set
of target coordinates to visit, flying at a given altitude and
speed. Upon arriving at a point, the airship may proceed to
the next point, or it may stay in place (hovering), over a chosen
radius circle from the targeted point, thus enabling the airship
to face the wind (a technical constraint necessary to minimize
drag and increase maneuverability) [25].

Fig. 2: Tasks: (a) waypoint path following with eventual
hovering flight - red circles, and (b) tracking of moving target.

The second task is tracking of moving targets (Fig 2(b)) like
livestock, wild animals, people or other vehicles on the ground,
which is very complex due to the unforeseen maneuvers of the
target, as well as the kinematic constraints of the aircraft [20],
[21]. In this case, a cooperative flight of a team of UAVs may
benefit from a wider search field and from a better estimation
of the target position due to the sensor readings fusion that
comes from the other UAVs [4].
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The problem of using a set of UAVs to track a trajectory
or a moving target becomes increasingly complex if the
team has also to obey a given flight formation or interaction
protocol. This turns the problem into an even more challenging
task if we consider the difficulties associated to the control
of outdoor airships [10], [18], [25]. We propose here two
different approaches to solve this problem: formation flight
[16], [24] and swarm intelligence [1], whose basic concepts
and principles are presented below.

A. Formation Flight

The first approach used here is the classical cooperative
formation flight [16], [22], [24]. This strategy is usually based
on the classical hierarchy of communication and coordination
[3] of a cooperative mission planning (Fig 3). The top layer
defines the mission task allocation, the middle layer is the
guidance block that defines the routes/trajectories/references
to be followed by each UAV, and the lower layer corresponds
to the local controllers that ensure that the UAVs will execute
the commanded trajectories/velocities.

Fig. 3: Typical hierarchy of mission planning in coordinated
flight adapted from [3].

In this work, we focus our investigation in layers 2 (path
planning and guidance) and 3 (low level control), as we
suppose that the flyable paths or waypoints are given and no
optimisation on the route/path is executed. However, regarding
the path planning, which is a higher level component of the
middle layer, we briefly consider it here, for example to
generate a better way to approach and stay at a given distance
from the searched object in the target tracking task.

The coordinated formation approach used here is the
leader/follower technique, very common on UAVs coordinated
flight [1], [16], [24]. In this mode, the follower airship should
maintain a desired distance and orientation angle from the
leader, which allows for a flying formation to be achieved, be
it in line, column or diagonal (V” formation). It is implemented
here using a State Feedback Kinematic Control (SFKC) ap-
proach for layer 2 (guidance), commonly used in mobile
robotics for terrestrial vehicles [26]. And for the low level
(layer 3) we consider an adaptation of the Nonlinear Sliding
Mode Control (SMC) of [18], whose purpose is to track the
commanded position/orientation/velocity of the autonomous
vehicles.

B. Swarm Intelligence

In the 1980s, Beni, Hackwood, and Wang introduced the
concept of swarm intelligence [27] that can be defined as the
collective intelligence [28] emerging from a group of simple
agents. Many observed animal species are known to display
swarm intelligence behaviour. These behaviours are generally
classified as follows [27], [29], [30]:

• Flocking: a flocking behaviour occurs when animals
gather and move together as what could seem to be a
single organism (e.g, a flock of starlings or a school of
mackerels).

• Foraging: a foraging behaviour occurs when animals
collaborate to exploit their environment (e.g., ants of a
colony share the work of harvesting food all around the
nest).

• Collaborative Manipulation: some animals sometimes
gather to carry heavy loads (e.g, ants are also known to
have such behaviour).

• Aggregation: some animals sometimes regroup and stay
together (e.g., emperor penguins do so to protect them-
selves from the cold).

The study of swarm intelligence gave rise to many biologi-
cally inspired optimization algorithms that usually can provide
better performance than classical approaches [27]. The pres-
ence of collective intelligence in nature emerges from the lack
of a global communication system, for instance, in flocks of
birds, schools of fish or ant colonies. Computer scientists have
been exploring approaches to mimic this collective intelligence
by creating strategies that would resemble the behaviour of
these kinds of insects and animals. A swarm robotics approach
makes use of one or more of these strategies that mimic
collective intelligence in order to coordinate a group or swarm
of robots. The simple robots that form the swarm are able to
communicate with one another, either explicitly, implicitly or
through passive action recognition [31], and usually have a
stochastic behaviour that can generate some sort of collective
intelligence [14], [32], [33].

The main characteristics of swarm robotics are:

• Robustness: swarm robots are able to continue working
and accomplish their mission despite suffering the failure
of some of their individual members. This capability is
a result of the decentralised distributed architecture that
characterises swarms.

• Flexibility: these kinds of systems can adapt easily to
changes in the requirements as well as to perturbations
in the environment.

• Scalability: given that swarm robotic systems are based
on decentralised distributed systems, it is possible to
increase the number of agents without sacrificing perfor-
mance. The computational complexity does not increase
with the number of agents since each of them relies on
its own independent controller.

• Emergence: the most important property of these kinds
of systems is the emergence of a collective intelligent
behaviour from simple interactions between the local
agents (swarm members) and the environment. Usually
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each agent follows a set of simple rules, which results
into an intelligent behaviour as a group.

Swarm robotics approaches have been applied to a range of
applications for optimisation and resource-allocation tasks, in-
cluding the traveling-salesman problem, job-shop scheduling,
vehicle routing, self-repairing formation control for mobile
agents, load balancing, searching, autonomic computing in
overlay networks and flight coordination [14].

In the course of this work two major swarm intelligence
strategies are used to establish coordination of a swarm of
airships: the Boids Algorithm [34] and the Robotic Particle
Swarm Optimization (RPSO) [35]. Both will be detailed in
Section V.

C. Experimental Assumptions

In this work we assume that each airship is provided with
the necessary equipment/sensors and network communications
for a precise navigation as well as for the recognition and
tracking of the moving target. With regards to the mission
architecture type, the formation flight is a semi-decentralized
architecture (e.g., only the “leader” UAV receives external
commands), while the intelligent swarm is a decentralized
architecture (e.g., the UAVs are distributed autonomously in
relation to their closest neighbours) [3], [15].

The development, test and validation of the approaches will
be restricted to the airship computational simulation environ-
ment, a 6-DOF dynamic simulator (Simulink/Matlab), based
on a high fidelity dynamic model including wind/turbulence
and aerodynamic coefficients from wind tunnel experiments
[10], [12], [36]. For the formation flight controller we have
used the full nonlinear dynamic model, while for the intelligent
swarm controller we used a simplified version of the simulator
considering a pseudo-kinematic model [37]. Moreover, for
simulation purposes, and considering the heavy computational
effort of multiple aircraft models, we consider a configuration
of 3 airships in the waypoint tracking application and 4
airships in the target tracking case. Finally, for the intelligent
swarm approach, we suppose the prior existence of a collision-
avoidance that is natural from this technique and for the for-
mation flight we consider a collision-free motion environment
[1], where each airship flies at a given unique altitude.

III. AIRSHIP MODEL

This section presents the full 6-DOF airship model used
in the simulation environment, the simplified versions of this
dynamic model for control design purposes, and the kinematic
airship model.

A. Full Airship Dynamic Model and Simulator

The Noamay airship model/simulator (in Simulink/Matlab)
is an evolution of the previous AURORA airship
model/simulator [10], [12], incorporating the new propulsion
system of 4-electrical tilting thrusters [18], and replicating
multiple airship models in a same simulation environment
under independent wind/turbulence conditions.

Fig. 4: Airship’s axis frames and main variables.

The core of this airship model/simulator is the nonlinear
and non-deterministic equation (with a stochastic wind/gust
model) obtained from the Newton’s first law, that is:

M
[
v̇
ω̇

]
= Fd + Fa + Fp + Fw + Fg (1)

where M ∈ R6×6 is the mass and generalised inertia matrix
(including virtual mass and inertia effects) and v ∈ R3 and
ω ∈ R3 are the vectors of inertial and angular velocities in
the local reference frame. The vectors of forces/moments on
the right side of the equation are: Fd - centrifugal/Coriolis
forces; Fa - aerodynamic forces; Fp - propulsion forces; Fw
- wind forces (due to wind induced dynamics) and, finally, Fg
- gravitational/buoyancy forces [10], [12], [18].

The fundamental aspect of the dynamic simulator is the
numerical solution of this mathematical model, while incorpo-
rating operational aspects like saturation/dynamics of actuators
[10], aerodynamic model with parameters obtained from wind
tunnel experiments [36], wind speed estimator and others [12].
Thus, to derive the airship 6D motion, the simulator solves
numerically the differential equation formalized by:

˙̄x = f(x̄, u, d) (2)

where:
• The state x̄ = [vT ωT ΦT pT]T includes the linear

v = [u v w]
T and angular ω = [p q r]

T inertial ve-
locities of the airship expressed in body-fixed B frame,
as well as the Euler angles (Φ = [ϕ θ ψ]T) and the
Cartesian positions of the CV in the inertial frame I
(p = [PN PE PD]T) (Fig. 4).

• The input vector, given by u =
[δe δr δ1 δ2 δ3 δ4 δv1 δv2 δv3 δv4]T, includes
the tail aerodynamic surface deflections (δe δr), the
engine thrust inputs (δi) and the engines vectoring
angles (δvi) (Fig. 5).

• The disturbance vector d ∈ R6 includes the wind input
(wind velocity) expressed in the I frame with a constant
term (Vw ∈ R3) and a six component vector modelling
the atmospheric turbulence (non-constant wind) in Dry-
den model [10], [12].
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Fig. 5: Airship actuators (above) and open-loop dynamic
model blocks (below).

B. Simplified Dynamic Models for Control Design

For control design purposes, however, we use two simplified
versions of the mathematical model (1). The first one considers
the same nonlinear dynamic model except for the aerodynamic
forces, that is disregarded, yielding a deterministic model (no
gust). The second one is the linearised version of this model,
that also helps to decouple the equations of motion into lateral
(Eq. (3)) and longitudinal (Eq. (4)) models:

˙̃v
˙̃p
˙̃r
˙̃ϕ

 = Alat


ṽ
p̃
r̃
ϕ̃

+Blat

[
δ̃r
δ̃cd

]
(3)


˙̃u
˙̃w
˙̃q
˙̃
θ

 = Along


ũ
w̃
q̃

θ̃

+Blong


δ̃e
δ̃tt
δ̃fb
δ̃vt

 (4)

where the superscript “tilde” denotes small variations on the
variables around their trimmed values and:
• δe Elevator deflection angle;
• δr Rudder deflection angle;
• δtt δ1 + δ2 + δ3 + δ4;
• δfb δ1 − δ2 − δ3 + δ4;
• δcd δ1 − δ2 + δ3 − δ4
• δtv Thrust Vectoring = δvi;
• Alat, Blat Matrices of lateral model;
• Along, Blong Matrices of the long. model;

Both simplified models are fundamental for the low level
controller design, as will be shown further in Section V.

C. Airship Kinematic model

We introduce here the airship kinematic model that is
particularly useful to describe the airship’s behaviour at low
airspeed velocities. The kinematic equations are based on the
transformation matrices relating linear and angular velocities
represented in local and inertial frames. To represent the
airship orientation (attitude), we adopt here the quaternions
approach, instead of the Euler angles [10]. Let us define
the pose vector of the airship as η =

[
pT qT

]T ∈ R7 as

being composed by Cartesian coordinates p ∈ R3 in the
inertial (NED - North, East, Down) frame, and the orientation
described by the quaternions q ∈ R4 [10]. Therefore, the
derivatives of the position (NED) and the quaternions vector
can be written, respectively, as:

ṗ = STv

q̇ =
1

2
Q

[
0
ω

]
(5)

where S ∈ R3×3 is the transformation matrix converting linear
velocities from inertial to local frames, whose elements are
functions of the quaternions, as well as the unitary matrix
Q ∈ R4×4 that relates the quaternions derivatives to the airship
angular velocities [25]. Therefore, defining x = [v ω]T =
[u v w p q r]

T , the derivative of the airship pose vector η
can be written as:

η̇ =

[
ṗ
q̇

]
=

[
ST 0
0 1

2Q

]
C

[
v
ω

]
=

[
ST 0
0 1

2Q

]
Cx = DCx = Tx

(6)

where

C =

 I3 03

01,3 01,3

03 I3

 ∈ R7×6

D =

[
ST 0
0 1

2Q

]
∈ R7×7

T = DC ∈ R7×6.

(7)

It is important to recall also that the relation between
relative airspeed (xa), ground speed (x) and wind speed (xw)
represented in the local frame is given by:

xa = x− xw (8)

where:
xa = [ua va wa pa qa ra]

T

x = [u v w p q r ]
T

xw = [uw vw ww 0 0 0]
T
.

(9)

IV. FORMATION FLIGHT

As stated in Section II, in the formation flight design
we focus our investigation in layers 2 (path planning and
guidance) and 3 (low level control) of the mission planning
architecture presented in Fig 3. The design of the automatic
controllers of both layers is detailed next.

A. Second Layer - Kinematic Based Guidance

For the middle layer (guidance), we use here the “leader-
follower” coordinated formation flight approach. Although
extensively investigated for different kinds of aircrafts [16],
to our knowledge, there is only a single work in the literature
focused on coordinated flight of airships, which is based on
the “leader-follower” approach [24].

The idea of the “leader-follower” technique is to impose
speed and orientation references for two airships at a time,
which may fly in 3 different modes: in column, in line or
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in “oblique” formation (Fig. 6). The distance and orientation
between the two airships are controlled by keeping the heading
and relative speed between both, which is guaranteed by
the low level controllers. This structure is then combined to
generate more complex formations with an arbitrary number of
airships, such as the known “V” formation. Although scalable
to more UAVs, in this preliminary work, we consider only
three airships in a “V” formation and seven airships in a
“hexagon” formation. In addition, we extend the idea of [24]
to cover more complex flight mission cases like hovering and
moving target tracking.

Leader Leader

Leader

Follower Follower

Follower

Fig. 6: Basic airship configurations in a leader/follower for-
mation.

Consider that ψi is the Euler angle orientation (yaw angle),
in the D axis (I frame) for the follower airship and ζi the angle
between the leader and follower positions in the same axis. It
is desired that the follower airship maintains a certain distance,
ρi,d, from the leader, as well as a certain relative angle, ζi,d.
The solution for this kind of problem of position/orientation
control is delegated to the low level controller (3rd layer of
Fig. 3) that is based on a simple kinematic model (Eq. (10)
and Fig. 7). This SFKC approach is commonly used in mobile
robotics for terrestrial vehicles [26].ρ̇ζ̇

ε̇

 =

− cos ζ 0
sin ζ
ρ −1

− sin ζ
ρ 0

[urefrref

]
(10)

ψj

ψi δi
ρi

εi

Fig. 7: Polar coordinate system with the origin set at the NED
frame of the leader airship, used in the 2nd layer (SFKC), here
with ρi,d = ζi,d = 0.

It is important to remark that Eq. (10) assumed the goal at
the origin of the inertial frame, which does not incur any loss
of generality. The complete relations are then given by:

ρi =

√
∆PE

2 + ∆PN
2 − ρi,d (11)

ζi = −ψi + atan
∆PE
∆PN

− ζi,d (12)

εi = −ψi − ζi + ψj (13)

which takes into consideration that the goal frame is a moving
one. To derive the state feedback gain, we first linearise
Eq. (10) assuming small-angle errors such that cos(ζ) ' 1
and sin(ζ) ' ζ. The feedback control law defined by [26] is:

uref = kρρ (14)

rref = kζζ + kεε (15)

which had the subscripts dropped, in order to ease the notation.
These two velocities, that correspond to the longitudinal linear
speed and the yaw rate angular speed, compose the airspeed
reference command vector sent to the airship as control inputs:

uaref = [uref 0 0 0 0 rref ]T; (16)

As the use of airspeed control signals infers no loss in
generality, the subscript a will not be employed to ease the
notation.

The substitution of these control laws in the linearised
model of Eq. (10) leads to the following closed-loop state
space model:ρ̇ζ̇

ε̇

 =

−kρ 0 0
0 −(kζ − kρ) −kε
0 −kρ 0

ρζ
ε

 (17)

whose dynamic matrix should have stable eigenvalues by
choosing kρ > 0, kε < 0 and kζ > kρ.

An important adaptation made in the SFKC was the addition
of a feedforward term to improve the velocity tracking of
the follower airship. The velocity reference is set as the true
airspeed of the leader airship Vt = ‖va‖2 =

√
u2a + v2a + w2

a.
If we consider yj(k) = [PNj

(k), PEj
(k)]T as the position of

the leader airship at any instant k, then the equilibrium point
sought by the follower airship is given by

yref (k) =

[
PNj (k)− ρi,d cos(ψj(k) + ζi,d)
PEj

(k)− ρi,d sin(ψj(k) + ζi,d)

]
(18)

and
Vtref =

yref (k)− yref (k − 1)

Ts
(19)

where Ts is the sampling time. This term corresponds to a
feedforward gain kff in the closed-loop state model of the
controller (as uref ≈ Vtref ), or:ρ̇ζ̇

ε̇

 =

−kρ 0 0
0 −(kζ − kρ) −kε
0 −kρ 0

ρζ
ε

+

kff 0
0 0
0 0

[uref
rref

] (20)

One of the most interesting properties of this adapted SFKC
is that, instead of [24], with a single set of tuning control
parameters kζ , kρ, kε and kff it is possible to switch, with
just some small changes, between the different operational
modes of waypoint flight, hovering flight and ground tracking
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flight used to execute the different airship missions. For the
“follower” airship in the “leader/follower” guidance approach,
the “goal” point in Fig. 7 will always be the position of
its corresponding “leader” airship. And for the main leader
airship in the “V” coordinated flight, the goal may be the
next waypoint (in the waypoint tracking task), the hovering
waypoint (in the hovering flight) or the target current position
in North×East coordinates (in the target tracking). In this
last case, the idea is to generate a kind of “walk-stop-walk”
behaviour to follow the target using both the constant airspeed
and the hovering control modes alternately. The airship will
then follow the ground target at a constant airspeed, and
whenever its projected distance to the object reaches a chosen
limit, it switches to the hovering control mode.

B. Third Layer - Sliding Mode Controller

For the third (low level) layer of this control architecture,
many different linear and nonlinear controllers have already
been proposed and implemented for the AURORA and Noa-
may airships [12], [38]. However, when the airship has to
switch between different mission tasks from low to high
airspeeds, a robust nonlinear controller is usually required.
That is the reason why we have chosen here the Sliding
Mode Control (SMC) aproach implemented by [18], as it
manages to control the coupled airship system (lateral and
longitudinal motions) while achieving great robustness, even
under saturation of the actuators and for a wide range of
airspeeds 3 m/s to 13 m/s. In the following we just point out
the adaptations made in this control approach to cope with the
proposed challenges and tasks of this work. The core design
development can be seen in [18].

As usual, the SMC controller has its gains calculated around
certain equilibrium conditions, which means that it really
only has peak performance around this condition, despite
guaranteeing global stability. The dynamical conditions of
the airship, however, are extremely non linear. There are
saturations and dynamics on the actuators; a naturally elevated
inertia, due to the airship form factor; high lateral wind drag;
added mass due to air displaced; underactuation on the side of
the airship and many more complications. That is to say that,
despite being able to reject any uncertainty or perturbations,
the gains calculated for a certain trim condition can have
poor performance on different conditions, sometimes even
saturating the controller. For that reason, it was decided to
utilise a minimisation function, aiming to select the most
appropriate gains at each instant of simulation. The following
algorithm explains the minimisation function:
where uaref is the SFKC guidance controller output to the
SMC controller (Eq. (16)), Vte is a vector that contains 74
different airspeeds - between [0.3-15] m/s - that are used as
trim points, SMCgains is another vector that contains 74 sets
of gains for the SMC controller, related to each trim point and
Vtref is the reference airspeed. In other words, at each instant
the function will choose the closest trim point to the desired
airspeed and will send the corresponding set of gains to the
SMC controller.

Algorithm 1 trimMinimization(uaref ,Vte ,SMCgains)

1: Vtref ← uaref −Vte % Vector Vte will be subtracted of
scalar uau

2: [∼, I]← min(
∣∣Vtref

∣∣) % The absolute value
of each element of Vtref is calculated and
the index of the smallest is saved

3: kSMC ← SMCgains(I) % The gains of
the SMC for that trim condition are
selected and saved

4: return kSMC

V. SWARM INTELLIGENCE

We present below two swarm intelligence strategies used in
this work: the Boids Algorithm [34] and the Robotic Particle
Swarm Optimization (RPSO) [35].

A. Boids Algorithm

The Boids algorithm has first been designed by Craig
Reynolds in [34], in order to simulate a flock of birds (or
Boids) in a more realistic way. It is based on three simple
rules:

(i) Collision Avoidance: the members of the flock are not
supposed to collide among themselves (short range re-
pulsion).

(ii) Velocity Matching: the members align their speed and di-
rection on their neighbours ones (neighbours mimicking).

(iii) Flock Centring: the members have to stay together to
form a group (long range attraction).

The algorithm can be summarised as follows. Let us con-
sider a flock of N Boids, which ith Boids state is given by:

xi = (pTi ,v
T
i )T (21)

where pi is the Boid’s position and vi its velocity with respect
to a fixed global frame. The state of a Boid at time step t can
be written as:

xi,t = xi,t−1 + vi,t∆t (22)

where vi,t is the velocity of the ith member of the swarm at
time t, and ∆t = ti − ti−1 is the time increment.

The three rules, collision avoidance/repulsion, velocity
matching/mimicking and flock centring/attraction contribute to
update each agent’s velocity vi at every time step t. The update
can be expressed by weighted average as:

vi,t = δ(vi,t−1)+(1− δ)(kr.vi,r +km.vi,m+ka.vi,a) (23)

where vi,r, vi,m and vi,a represent respectively the compu-
tation of the 3 aforementioned rules, repulsion, mimicking,
attraction and kr, km and ka, are the respective weights which
enable the designer to tune the behaviour of the flock.
The velocities vi,r, vi,m and vi,a are defined as follows:

Velocity vi,r:
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vi,r =
∑
j∈Ei

pi,t−1 − pj,t−1
N ′i − 1

(24)

where pi,t−1 is the position of the ith agent at time t−1, and
Ei and N ′i are defined as:

Ei = {` ∈ [1, N ] ⊂ N | ‖pi,t−1 − p`,t−1‖ ≤ dlim} (25)

N ′i = card{Ei} (26)

and dlim sets threshold distance, below which the agents will
avoid each other.

Velocity vi,m:

vi,m =

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

vj,t−1
N − 1

(27)

Velocity vi,a:

vi,a = −pi,t−1 +

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

pj,t−1
N − 1

(28)

As can be seen in (25), a limit distance dlim corresponds
to the distance from which the separation rule starts having
an effect on the Boid. Indeed, this separation rule only have a
short range effect. The behaviours described by (27) and (28)
can be enhanced by adding other limit distances. This idea
comes directly from natural flocks, where the members only
perceive their local environment and closest neighbours, and
do not have information from the whole group of animals. The
Boids algorithm has already been successfully implemented on
a real robotics swarm, for example in [39].

B. Robotic Particle Swarm Optimization

The second swarm intelligence based approach is the
Robotic Particle Swarm Optimization (RPSO) proposed by
Couceiro and collaborators in [35] which is based on the orig-
inal PSO developed by Russel Eberhard and James Kennedy
in [40]. As every optimisation algorithm, it aims at finding
the global optimum of a fitness function (also called cost
function). It is based on a group of cooperating potential
solutions (the particles) moving in the hyperspace of solutions.
In other words, each particle can be considered as an explorer
moving on a landscape of solutions, and communicating with
its teammates to find the best one. It can be seen as a swarm
control algorithm adapted to solve optimisation problems. In
a robotics application, the particles are the robots themselves
[41], and the cost function depends on their distance to the
target (in the case of a search mission for example). The robots
are controlled by the model described in Equation 29 and
Equation 30, with operator ⊗ representing the tensor product
of vectors.

vreft+1 = a⊗ vreft

+ b1 ⊗ r1 ⊗ (ppb,t − xt)

+ b2 ⊗ r2 ⊗ (pnb,t − xt)

+ b3 ⊗ r3 ⊗ (pobs,t − xt)

(29)

xt+1 = xt + vt+1∆t (30)

where vreft+1 is the updated velocity reference, vt is the current
velocity vector of the robot (which does not correspond to
the current reference velocity vector), ppb,t is the personal
best position of the robot (i.e. the position where the robot
scored better) pnb,t is the neighbours’ best position (i.e. the
best personal best position among the swarm) and pobs,t is
a repulsion vector which minimises the risks of collisions
with the other robots. Finally, pt is the current position of
the airship, used in the RPSO strategy detailed in Algorithm
2.

Algorithm 2 RPSO algorithm for a swarm of N robots in a
dynamic environment

Inputs: Matrix of the current positions of the robots Pt =
[p1,t · · ·pN,t]
Matrix of the current velocities of the robots Vt =
[v1,t · · ·vN,t]
Matrix of the personal best positions of the robots
Ppb,t−1 = [ppb,1,t−1 · · ·ppb,1,t−1]
Vector of the corresponding fitnesses fpb,t−1 =
(fpb,1,t−1 · · · fpb,N,t−1)
Output: Matrix of the velocity vectors for the robots of the
swarm Vref

t+1 =
[
vref1,t+1 · · ·v

ref
N,t+1

]
for all Robot i in the swarm do

Recompute the fitness fpb,i,t of the personal best position
of the robot ppb,i,t−1
fpb,i,t−1 ← fpb,i,t
Compute the new fitness fi,t of the robot at position pi,t

if fi,t ≥ fpb,i,t then
fpb,i,t ← fi,t
ppb,i,t ← pi,t

end if
end for
for all Robot i in the swarm do

Compute vrep,i,t with eq(24)
Get vi,t from Vt

Get ppb,i,t from Ppb,t

Initialise pnb,t = 0 and fnb,t = 0
for all fi,k in ft do

if fi,k > fnb,t then
fnb,t ← fi,t
pnb,t ← ppb,i,t

end if
end for
Compute vrefi,t+1 with eq(29)

end for
return Vref

t+1
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In this particular work, two measures are taken into account
in the fitness function (fpb,t) that is optimized: distance to
waypoint/target and swarm’s entropy. Entropy (S) in swarms
was defined in [33], and measures the disorganization of the
swarm, position-wise. Figure 8 exemplifies the entropy values
in different robot configurations.

Fig. 8: Entropy of different robot formations, from [33]

To compute (S) a cluster-based technique is employed, and
studies the variation of agents in a cluster, by varying a clus-
ter’s radius h centered around each robot. Figure 9 exemplifies
the membership of agents to a set of clusters.
In sum, two agents are in the same cluster if and only if ||pi−
pj || ≤ h where pi and pj represent the position vectors of the
ith and jth airships. To compute entropy, a formal definition
of social entropy, given by Bach, in [42] is used:

H(h) =

M∑
k=1

pk log2(pk) (31)

where pk is the ratio between the individuals in the kth cluster
and the total number of individuals in the swarm, and M is the
number of clusters for a given h. These values are integrated
over h ranging from 0 to ∞ to find total entropy (S) of the
swarm.

S =

∫ ∞
0

H(h) dh (32)

An algorithm to compute (S) is provided in Appendix A.
The second component of the fitness function is simply
distance to target defined as:

dit = ‖pi,t − ptar,t‖ (33)

Therefore the fitness of robot i at time t, (fi,t) will be a
weighted sum between functions of entropy (S) and distance
to waypoint/target (di,t) given by (34). The idea is that by
moving according to (29), the robot will optimise its fitness,
and thus minimise both the entropy of the swarm and its own
distance to the waypoint.

Fig. 9: Example of clusters radii.

fi,t = γ2S + γ2d

γS = kS exp

(
−S2

2 ∗R2
S

)
γd = kd exp

(
−d2i,t
2 ∗R2

d

) (34)

where:

fi,t - Value of the objective function for agent i
at time t.

γS and γd - Weighted functions of the two objectives:
minimize entropy (γS) and minimize
distance to waypoint (γd).

kS and kd - Adjustable weights of the relative
contribution of each objective for
the value of fi,t.

RS and Rd - Adjustable parameters of the Gaussian
functions.

As two variables have to be optimised at the same time (γS and
γd), the cost function is the sum of these squared parameters.
The two intermediate variables γS and γd correspond to a
Gaussian function of S and di,k. They have two purposes:
• Normalise the value of the distance and of the entropy,

which would otherwise be too different to be summed.
• Transform these values into positive numbers that in-

crease when the fitness of the robot is better (closer to
the target and more compact swarm).

The parameters kS and kd can be used to adjust the behaviour
of the swarm: increasing one will make the effect of the
associated component of the fitness function more important
compared to the other. Parameters RS and Rd can be used to
tune the sensitivity of the Gaussian function, i.e. to adjust the
width of the bell. If the latter is too small or too big, then a
small displacement of the robot may not change significantly
the fitness value and result in an undesirable behaviour.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We present here the simulation results of the application
of both cooperative flight controllers (formation flight and
swarm intelligence techniques) for the two tasks (waypoint
path following and moving target tracking).

A. Waypoint Path Following Task

1) Formation Flight:
Figure 10 shows the simulation of the waypoint navigation,
for three airships, including eventual hovering points (red
circles), with chosen limit radius of 20 m. The mission
duration was 300 s. The follower airships are able to trace
a straight path that represented the instantaneous velocity
of the leader airship, which allowed them to keep track of
their lateral errors. As the leader tends to exhibit lateral
errors during flight, the follower airships amplify these errors
during the mission, i.e. their flight stability depends directly
on the leader stability. To dampen this effect, they see their
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given formation point as a hover point of radius 1 m, in this
mission. Note that, over the hovering points, the airships align
themselves against the wind when trying to stay in circle.
In this simulation, the follower airships had an average of
position error of 3.05 m and a standard deviation of 3.26 m,
both calculated by the Euclidean norm of the difference. The
errors are shown in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows the leader

Fig. 10: Airships in Waypoint/Hovering mode (and zoom). The
red circles are the hovering areas. The airships are drawn at
every 20 seconds.

Fig. 11: Euclidean norm of error plot of the follower airships
in Waypoint/Hovering mission (Fig. 10). The first peak value
at t ≈ 20 s correspond to the initial positioning and first hover
point and at t ≈ 125 s, to the second. The third peak is due to
the 180◦ change in direction. The average error was 3.05 m
and the standard deviation 3.26 m

controller inputs and outputs signals for Airship 1. It is
possible to see that the commanded airspeed in ua is well
tracked.

2) Swarm Intelligence:
Below, we show the results for waypoint path following em-
ploying the swarm intelligence strategies described in section
V. Figures 13a and 13b show the resulting trajectories for four

Fig. 12: Leader’s linear velocity (ua, in blue) and control
signal (in red), and sideslip angle (β) during Waypoint/Hover
mission (Fig. 10).

airships.
On one hand, Fig 13a shows a much smoother trajectory of the
entire group. In this particular case, the coordinates of each
waypoint are added sequentially as a ”fictional” member of
the airship swarm.

(a) BOIDS approach (b) RPSO approach

Fig. 13: Swarm Intelligence approaches to Waypoint naviga-
tion

In practice, it means the waypoints’ coordinates will con-
tribute to the ”Flock Centring” and ”Collision Avoidance”
rules, thus affecting the motion of the entire swarm. A par-
ticular aspect of this approach, in comparison to ”formation
flight” scenario, is that along the mission, the airships are able
to change their relative position to each other, as highlighted
in Figures 14a and 14b.

The fact that the RPSO attempts to minimize a fitness
function that is time dependent, i.e., the best distance between
agents and to waypoint changes over time, is then the under-
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(a) Detail A (b) Detail B

Fig. 14: Details of waypoint navigation using BOIDS.

lying reason for the almost sinusoidal behaviour of the swarm
in Figure 13b.

Figures 15a and 15b show the evolution over time of both
Entropy, and the distance to the waypoint of each airship. It is
important to highlight the steep changes in distance arrive from
switching the current waypoint to the next one. Furthermore,
it is clear from these two figures that both objectives may
not always be complementary, i.e., minimizing entropy may
increase the distance to the waypoint, or decreasing this dis-
tance may increase Entropy. This trade-off is evident between
t = 40s and t = 60s, when decreasing entropy incurred in a
larger distance of one of the airships to the waypoint.

(a) entropy(S) over time

(b) Distance of each Airship to waypoint

Fig. 15: Metrics’ evolution over time

B. Moving Target Tracking Task

1) Formation Flight:
The second simulation shown on Fig. 17, for 7 airships,
illustrates the case of moving target tracking and Fig. 19 shows
the corresponding leader’s signals. The error distribution from

(a) BOIDS approach (b) RPSO approach

Fig. 16: Swarm Intelligence approaches to Waypoint naviga-
tion considering a group of 7 airships

the followers is shown on Fig. 18 and from the leader is shown
on Fig. 20. In this mission, the leader is told to follow a ground
target, by engaging successive hovering modes. In this case,
the set radius for the hovering points is 20 m for the leader
and follower airships. In this case, increasing this radius acts a
filter for the controller, avoiding overcompensation and erratic
movement.

Fig. 17: Airships in target tracking mission. The airships are
drawn every 20 seconds.

The leader had an average error of 21.30 m and a standard
deviation of 3.75 m, while the follower airships had an average
of position error of 16.66 m and a standard deviation of
3.78 m. It should be noted that a 20 m is not compensated
by the controller, due to the hoverpoint implementation.
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Fig. 18: Euclidean norm of error plot of the follower airships
in moving target mission (Fig. 17). The average error was
16.66 m and the standard deviation 3.78 m.

Fig. 19: Leader’s control signals and sideslip angle (β) during
target tracking (Fig. 17).

2) Swarm Intelligence:
This sub-section analyses the behaviour of the airship team
considering the swarm intelligence strategies. Figures 21 and
22 show, respectively, the full trajectory of both the BOIDS
and the RPSO, plus a detailed view of the trajectories.
Together, these figures validate the waypoint task, because
when we make use of swarm intelligence strategies, a moving
target tracking task can be envisioned as a generic form of a
waypoint path following task. For instance, the next waypoint
path can move in real time. Since the rules of the swarm
remain the same, the successful tracking of the moving target
(or next waipoint path) shows the inherent flexibility of this
swarm intelligence approach. Table I compiles the resulted
average errors obtained across all the simulations, while table
II presents the standard deviation of the same simulations.

Fig. 20: Leader’s error and total velocity signals during target
tracking (Fig. 17). The average error was 21.30 m and the
standard deviation 3.75 m

(a) Full trajectory.

(b) Detailed view

Fig. 21: Trajectory of random moving target and a 7 airships
swarm using BOIDS.

VII. DISCUSSION

Firstly, we should recall that the challenges related to both
mission problems are many, as there should be simultaneous
control of path tracking (either from a waypoint or a moving
target) and the relative position between the agents, in the case
of formation flight, or the entropy in the case of intelligent
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swarm. Further, the movement of the agents is a kind of
”move-stop-move” walking that should be coordinated under
strong wind/gust perturbations.

Fig. 22: Full trajectory of random moving target and airship
swarm using RPSO for 7 airships

(a) Detail A of the trajectory of random moving target and airship
swarm using RPSO for 7 airships

(b) Detail B of the trajectory of random moving target and airship
swarm using RPSO for 7 airships

Fig. 23: Detailed views of the trajectory of 7 airships using
RPSO, to follow a random moving target.

TABLE I: Average error across all simulations.

Waypoint Path [m] Target Following [m]

Classical
Control

3.05 (followers)
21.30 (leader),

16.66 (followers)

BOIDS 2.95 (Swarm Centre) 5.95 (Swarm Centre)

RPSO 22.05 (Swarm Centre) 18.72 (Swarm Centre)

TABLE II: Standard error for table I

Waypoint Path [m] Target Following [m]

Classical
Control

3.26 (followers)
3.75 (leader),

3.78 (followers)

BOIDS 1.03 (Swarm Centre) 2.55 (Swarm Centre)

RPSO 12.31 (Swarm Centre) 7.34 (Swarm Centre)

Also, some differences between the two control approaches
should be remarked. First, in the case of formation flight,
we have a kinematic guidance controller that sends reference
commands to a nonlinear flight controller (SMC-based), both
simulated using a dynamic airship model. However, for the
intelligent swarm we have a direct kinematic controller applied
to a kinematic airship model. Second, the intelligent swarm
control has a natural ”collision avoidance” scheme, while in
the formation flight, in this first proposal, we considered the
airships flying at different altitudes.

In the particular case of formation flight control, we noted
the importance of a kinematic guidance layer, responsible
for the leader/follower arrangement, in order to set distances
and velocities references that are followed by the individual
nonlinear controllers of the airships.

Strong winds are always a challenge for airships, even in
the single agent case, and moreover in a cooperative flight.
Recommended guidelines for the design include increasing
the distance between the agents, as well as the distance of the
leader to the moving target in the ground tracking application.
The scalability of the approach seems to be good, as we tested
it for 4 and 7 agents. However, care should be taken, as
the performance of a follower depends of the performance
of its neighbour, which can yield cumulative degradation in
tracking. The overall performance in the waypoint navigation
is excellent, and similar to that of a single airship. In the
moving target tracking case, the performance will depend on
the escape velocity of the target. The worst combination is a
sudden backward movement of the target in a tailwind con-
dition (lower controllability), when temporary offset distance
errors may appear.

For the Intelligent Swarm approach, both strategies, the
Boids and the RPSO controllers, are able a efficiently drive
a swarm of airships to perform the waypont and to track a
moving target while remaining in formation. The Boids is
the simplest one. It is based on a combination of artificial
forces pulling each robot in a specific direction. Therefore the
algorithm is easy to tune, e.g., to improve the repulsion effect,
one just has to increase the constant parameter associated to
it. However, this also means that these parameters have to be
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chosen carefully. For instance, if one is too high, the effect
of its associated force may cancel the other. This is also true
with the formulation of the forces. Sometimes it is better if
one effect cancel the others, for example to avoid a collision.

Notwithstanding, the Boids controller is scalable to a large
number airships. Even if the parameters (e.g., 9 constants in
total) may have to be adjusted, the structure of the controller
itself does not change, which is an advantage compared to
classical formation controller which highly dependent on the
number of robots.

The RPSO controller is more complex than the Boids,
both to implement and to calibrate. The RPSO is based on
an optimisation algorithm applied to robotics. The idea is
that by moving the robots, the algorithm optimises a fitness
function. We have chosen to optimise the entropy of the
swarm and the distance to the target, so that the swarm
would be more compact and would follow the target. This
is both an advantageous and a disadvantageous compared to
the Boids algorithm. For instance, the algorithm could be
used to optimise as many variables as required, though the
more parameters needed to be optimised, the longer it would
take. However, this also means that the RPSO algorithm has
no direct effect on the airships. The airships have to move
to compare their fitness to their previous positions one, and
predict where to move at the next step. The algorithm has
no information of what the optimal solution is. The Boids
controller, on the other hand, has a direct effect on the robots,
i.e., each of them is driven by the forces, which clearly indicate
where to go the reach the target while avoiding the obstacles.

Therefore depending on the type of application, one could
choose one or the other. Moreover, the RPSO algorithm may
be more suitable for a foraging type behaviour. For instance,
by removing the entropy from the values to optimise and
adding the total area covered by the swarm, the RPSO algo-
rithm could perform better than the Boids for an exploration or
surveillance mission. The Boids controller induces a flocking
behaviour, which is not compatible with a foraging behaviour
and thus not extremely compatible with an exploration mission
for which is more efficient to split the swarm to share the
work.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigated the design and implementation
of controllers for autonomous cooperative airships flights using
two different approaches, namely formation control and swarm
intelligence strategies.

Two different swarm strategies have been tested to control
the swarm of airships, one based on the Reynolds Boids
algorithm and the other on the Robotic Particle Swarm Optimi-
sation algorithm. Both controllers can pilot the swarm to make
it follow a pre-defined waypoint and to track a moving target
while having a flocking behaviour and avoiding obstacles in
a simulated 2D environment. The implementation and test of
the different swarm strategies investigated have shown that
both controllers were scalable to a large number of robots, as
the exact same controller is implemented on each of them.
It has also shown that the Boids inspired controller would

perform better than the other on a mission where the goal can
be directly formulated as a virtual force.

Some disadvantages of the Boids and RPSO approaches
have also been highlighted by this work. Indeed, both algo-
rithms require the adjustment of a few parameters. Even if
their effects are straightforward, it might take a quite long
time to find a good set of parameters, which is usually valid
only for a few specific conditions.

This work could be continued in many directions, as
multiple areas linked to robotics have been approached. A
strategy (or an algorithm) to adjust faster the parameters of
the swarm strategy controllers would be a great improvement.
For instance, this could be done with an optimisation algorithm
which would launch a simulation, measure the performances
of its parameters and adjust them accordingly. Finally, the
implementation of the simulator directly in ROS would allow
the use of a more realistic simulation software, and thus the
implementation of a more realistic obstacle detection system.
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APPENDIX

ENTROPY COMPUTATION ALGORITHM

Algorithm 3 Entropy computation algorithm for a swarm of
N robots

Inputs: 3-by-N matrix X = [x1 · · ·xN ] containing the positions
of all the robots of the swarm
Output: Entropy of the swarm S

Initialise S = 0
Construct the N -by-N matrix D containing the distances between
each member of the swarm

D =


0 D1,2 · · · D1,N

D1,2 0
...

...
. . . DN−1,N

D1,N · · · DN−1,N 0


Di,j = ‖xi − xj‖

Suppress rows of D, where agents distance is below a parameter δs
which becomes a N ′-by-N matrix. Therefore, N ′ is the potential
number of clusters of the swarm.
Construct the 1-by-n vector d containing all the different values
of D except 0
for all h in d do

Create the N ′-by-N mask M of D

Mi,j =

{
1 if Di,j ≤ h
0 otherwise.

Compute H(h)

pi =

N∑
j=1

Mi,j

N
, ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N ′],

H(h) = −
N′∑
i=1

(pi · log2 (pi)) .

Update S by adding the value h ·H(h)

S ← S + h ·H(h)

end for
return S

Remark. As pi ∈
[
1
N , 1

]
, log2 (pi) ≤ 0 and is always well-

defined. Indeed, a cluster always contains at least one robot.
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